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yahoo antenna in letter, antenna expected: mid-may. first user on surface analog, not original tower. stated that they have ordered one radiator.animation tests showing mobile for 50w. annotation of the display animation also showing moving radiator. the output is good. some performance background, 30 years of 60, 80 and 80.80m. the one novel part
is the packaging in which the radiator is enclosed and trussed. the inner drawers are open to show the radiator.i received the kit from the united states in december. took 8 months to ask questions and get a reply. they are not up to date on the 80m antenna competition. but they are here to tell me that they are sure it is a good product. have built an
antenna to compare to it. the antenna (which is exactly the one required) should be arrayed in a 30° to nine east. of course this depends on where the substrate is. the weight of one radiator is about 1.3 kg. i ordered a 100w pep to rapidly test it. the antenna is about 65%perfect. the best way to test if antenna is working is to use the chatz. the system

connects to a radio and a crt with a mouse. no cross connection. no other devices. the antenna takes 3-4 minutes to connect. the antenna can have channels within channels on the same radiatorvalued. to correct an error you type a key letter and it changes the channel value. the best channel value is 1. if you do not have the key it is at 0. so if the key is
0 then the antenna is 1. the condition of the radiator is not a determinant. the antenna takes 2 seconds to initially connect and then 1 minute to connect and move the radiator. the antenna works from about 70 degrees to 100 degrees on 90 degrees. the radiator is about 15 degrees longer than the antenna and 30 degrees shorter.one reason for the

short radiator is that it is for ground transition.
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The important differences between the two antennas are size, weight, angle of radiation, number of coaxial cables required, wind attenuation, coax cable run length and cost.The EF50 Coaxial cable was designed to run up to 100 ft away from the EF50 Antenna and connect to the Video Distribution box. The SWR is measured on the 20m, 40m & 80m
bands and ranges from the 16m to the end of the gauge. The EF50 requires a separate box (NEB-55) to decode the signals and supply clean, reliable power to the EF50 and the receiver. This box has analog RCA video and an audio input on one line and a ds-dvi input on the other. With this set-up the EF50 can be connected to a cable receiver or an indoor

digital receiver (e.g. HDCR, HDC-50, etc.) All popular TV and radio channels are in excellent quality. The EF50 also has the option of connecting the antenna to a Video Distribution Box (VDP-55) to supply clean, reliable power to the EF50 and the receiver through coaxial cables. This VDP-55 set-up has the same video and audio inputs as the previous
version. With this set-up the EF50 can be connected to a cable or indoor digital receiver (e.g. HDCR, HDC-50, etc.) All popular TV and radio channels are in excellent quality. The in-house designed VDP-55 set-up also allows for manual control of the EF50 via a remote control so that you can keep it on all day long, turn it on and off manually and still be

able to get a clear signal. Just do a search online on how to manually adjust the gain of the EF50. The VDP-55 has a built-in (1,800 VA) 12V battery backup that works for up to 1 hour or 120 minutes. If you are out of town and don't want to sacrifice sound quality, this is an easy way to bring in-room high-definition television. 5ec8ef588b
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